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Hello!

Chuck & Kat

F irst,we would like to say thank you from the bottom of our hearts. We are honored and humbled that you are
reading our story as you consider an adoption plan for your child. We are unable to have children on our own,

and are excited to adopt a little boy or little girl that will complete our family. We would like you to know how much
we truly value spending time with each other and celebrating our diverse backgrounds as an interracial couple. We
are responsible,loving and affectionate, and enjoy going to the movies just as much as going to the park or riding
our bikes in a different country. To us, family means everything- it is a unit that works together, grows together, and
tries to make the world a better place together. If you choose to create an adoption plan and choose us, we will offer
your child a home filled with love, learning, creativity, and faith. We will always provide for them and give them the
guidance they need to pursue their dreams on the road to a fulfilling, meaningful life. We are looking forward to
sharing the child we welcome with both of our families, teaching and guiding them through the ups and downs of life,
seeing the beauty in the diversity of our world, and to appreciate his or her culture as well as ours. We hope to raise
a child that is confident, spiritual, compassionate, joyful, and part of a healthy adoption relationship if that is what
you wish. Above all, we will love your child unconditionally.

With love-



ABOUT US

the night we met

As husband and wife, we understand that a good marriage requires thoughtfulness,
knowing how to make your partner laugh, kissing often, prayer, running the

household as one, challenging each other, learning new things together, supporting
one another emotionally and spiritually, and helping each other grow into best
versions of ourselves. We met once we were more established and we appreciate
and understand the value of waiting for the “right fit.”

We spent many hours learning the importance of care, mutual respect, cherishing
each other, sacrifice, reciprocity, faithfulness and renewal prior to our wedding

day. We feel that we complement each other’s strengths and weaknesses and are
blessed to have one another. We are looking forward to sharing our child with both of
our families, teaching and guiding them through the ups and downs of life, seeing the
beauty in the diversity of our world, and to appreciate his or her culture as well as
ours.

We met on New Year’s Eve, 2015 when our
friend groups all went out together. Our friends
took a picture of us at a Diner, and that is

when Chuck first asked Kat for her
number. He called, the very next day ...and

never stopped calling.

a team in all things



Photo or 2 of Kat
Photos should SHOW/TELL
Something about her– either
reflect a positive quality or show
something about her occupation or
things she loves doing that she will share with a child5 KAT FUN FACTS

photo

“Kat is an amazing woman who is extremely smart, loving, thoughtful
and beautiful. She puts family, including our dog, first and everything
else second. How she manages to do all that she does is a tribute to
her great time management and her love for us.”

Kat enjoys decorating our home
with colorful &  unique paintings

Kat is a middle & high school
Spanish teacher of 14 years

● I am an only child
● My favorite movie is The Notebook
● My mom is Brazilian and my dad is

Puerto Rican and Dominican
● My dream job is to run a leadership

academy for children ages 10-15
● I love pernil & arroz con gandules

about Kat

here are so many hopes I have of the parent I will be:
I am very excited to teach the child we welcome Spanish
and/or Portuguese, do a mommy and me class, and

nurture his or her spirit, identity, and sense of joy. I cannot wait
to take them to get their first library card, read to them, teach
them how to cook and make things with their hands. As a
mother, I also hope to be kind, loving, patient and
understanding but also with a strong sense of boundaries so
that my child can grow up to be strong, independent, and
fearless. I also want my child to spend a lot of time with our
families so that they learn the importance of supporting and
being there for one another.

Kat at
the women’s

march



Photo of Chuck
Photos should SHOW/TELL
Something about him– either
reflect a positive quality or show
something about his occupation or
things he loves doing that he will
share with a child

Photo of Chuck
Photos should SHOW/TELL
Something about him– either
reflect a positive quality or show
something about his occupation or
things he loves doing that he will
share with a child

Text about Chuck– his qualities,
who he is, what he does,
the parent he will/hopes to be–
can be written by him or by kat about him

Photo

Photo
Text

Chuck has an identical twin

“Chuck is a caring and empathetic listener and a good shoulder to cry on. He really
wants to help the child we welcome overcome any obstacle that comes his/her way
and become stronger as a result. He will make a child laugh or smile even on the
most  difficult of days. -Kat

4 CHUCK FUN FACTS
● I love to read
● My favorite movie is

The Usual Suspects
● My dream job is to run

an animal refuge
● I love peanut butter cookies

 am a successful attorney with job security and the ability to provide well
for my family, but there will be nothing I ever do that will compare to the
joy and importance of being a father one day. There are so many

memories I hope to make and things I wish to teach and share with the
child we welcome: I am looking forward to going to the park with a
child and teaching him or her to ride a bicycle.  I remember my
parents teaching me ride a bicycle and how proud they were of me
after I learned to do it. I want the child we welcome to feel that
sense of achievement that I did and I want help them to
achieve. I am looking forward to a child asking me to help them
with things like their homework, maybe carrying their backpack.
I hope to be patient, loving, understanding and a great listener.
I hope to be there for the child we are blessed to love and raise,
whenever they need help or some positive encouragement.

“

buddies since ‘93

& steak



We love our New Jersey community because it is safe, walkable, and on the Hudson River, right across
from New York City! There are many parks and restaurants in our quiet neighborhood, as well as a lot of
diverse multicultural families. In warm weather, we love to ride our bikes to the park and have a picnic

while we can see the Statue of Liberty. Our church is one block away from our home and the nearby schools
are excellent. From our home, we have easy access to New York City, where we enjoy trivia nights, silent
disco, Broadway shows and gourmet restaurants. Our proximity to New York will open a world of possibilities
for the child we welcome! We can’t wait to welcome a child into our hearts, home, church and community.

day trip to Manhattanour cozy and diverse neighborhood we are close to all the city has to offer

we can’t wait to add Candyland to game night we enjoy cooking together our sweet pup will be a great 1st pet

HO
ME



weekend getaways

BroadwayFun we can share!

Broadway, art, & culture music & dancing

new foods & travel

creative outlets

charity & athletics
(Run to benefit a local shelter)

LOVING
CARE

Kat’s school has
generous vacation time,

which will give her
plenty of time to care
for and raise the child
we welcome. She is

also fortunate enough
to work for a school that
offers abundant leave

options for new
parents. When we are
blessed with a child,

after taking advantage
of her school’s leave,

Chuck will take his law
firm’s leave so that we
can provide continuous
care in that crucial first
year. Once we are both
back at work, our child

will spend time with
both our parents, as

well as a safe,
accredited, and caring

day care.

outdoors & animals



Vacation photo
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Sharing Family culture
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Table set for our Dominican meal

While we love city life, we also love

fresh air, nature, and changing

scenery when we can. We love to

visit state parks, dairy farms,

beaches, and small towns both

near and far. We have a favorite

mountain area, which as a beautiful

lake, trails and zoo and the Hudson

Valley is another favorite weekend

getaway. We also love traveling

internationally, especially via cruise

ship! Kat studied abroad in Spain

when she was in college and has

had the travel bug all her life. When

we travel, we love to do city walking

tours and food tours. Together, we

have been to Puerto Rico, St.

Maarten, Anguila, Italy, Spain,

Ireland and the French Riviera. We

can’t wait to go on many new

adventures as a family!

We will welcome a child of another
ethnicity other than our own by
focusing on our child’s ethnicity

and our ethnicities in equal amounts.
Being a mixed-race couple, we
understand and appreciate our
differences, as well as similarities.
We hope to teach this appreciation
to our child, and give them pride in
their ethnic/racial background. We
will explore the different customs,
lifestyles, and beliefs and affirm
them with our child as we celebrate
holidays and other special events.
As the child grows in wisdom and life
experience, we will also teach them
how to respond to racism and any
other discrimination
they may encounter.

Pernil, traditional
Christmas food of
      Puerto Rico &
       the Dominican
                   Republic



Our loved ones are waiting together with open arms & hearts…

We are both close to our families. We are very fortunate to have both sets of parents, and
a grandmother 91 years young. Growing up, our parents nurtured us, supported us,
cheered us on and helped us make the best decisions for our paths in life. We see them

a lot over Christmas and Thanksgiving, where we enjoy Dominican and Irish dishes. We also
spend time with twin brother Chris and his wife, who live in North Carolina. There is nothing
more exciting than being with our nieces Claire and Ally (we call her “Sassy”) and nephew
Owen when they tear into their gifts on Christmas morning. It will be magical bringing a new
baby into the Christmas brunch and activities and seeing the joy in their eyes. We are also
blessed to have close friends from a variety of backgrounds, all excited to welcome our child
with love!

with a friends’ baby loving & diverse friends both sets of our parents are excited Kat & her dad in Rio

Chuck @ Sassy’s tea party

Kat’s Brazilian cousins

Christmas with our parents & grandmother we     our church - Christmas Eve Mass Christmas jammies with nieces & nephews



Thank you for reading our book. We hope that you feel closer to us, and feel
the warmth, structure and healthy curiosity that we hope to offer a child. Our
family experiences and strengths as a couple have prepared us to embrace

our new family member with an open mind, empathy and unconditional love. Our
home is comfortable, our careers are stable, and we are more than ready to
welcome a child home. We pledge to you that if you choose an adoption plan for
your child and we are a part of that plan, we will love, nurture, encourage and
inspire your child from the moment he or she is in our arms. Thank you for getting
to know us a bit. We will be praying for you as you make the choices that lay
before you.

TOP 10 THINGS WE ARE EXCITED
TO SHARE AS A FAMILY
Cooking traditional holiday
meals together

Riding our bikes in the park

Playing basketball

Walking to the library together

Traveling to new places

Family picnics

Building our first snowman

Staying at a cozy hotel while
on vacation

Going to music festivals

Playing with our sweet dog

 201-273-3568         ForeverfamilyNJ78@gmail.com

Chuck & Kat
We hope that you will reach out to us directly if you have questions or would

like to get to know us better:

-


